
7. Which phrase best describes
how Bec feels about her current life
in Barcelona?

a) she's happy to be living by the beach!
b) she's busy working and being a mother
c) she can't wait to return home to Australia
d) it's not what she expected 5 years ago but she is
stoked!

b) 2. b) 3. c) 4. d) 5. a) 6. b) 7. d) 8. a) 1.

1. How did Bec's relationship
with Julian begin?

a) at the law firm where they both worked
b) during a group job interview
c) on a train platform on the way to work
d) eating food in the corner at Friday night drinks

Listen to Episode 1 of Into the Story Podcast:
Bec's Story. Then complete these questions.
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2. What is not mentioned as
something that young couples do?

a) travelling around the world
b) doing Erasmus study programs together overseas
c) moving in together
c) going hiking together

3. How does Bec describe the
difficulty of the break-up
process?

a) expected
b) easy as pie
c) like detangling hair from a hairbrush
d) chaotic like a whirlwind

4. How did people around her
react to the news of the
cancelled wedding?

a) they were supportive and understanding
b) they responded with anger and surprise
c) they were shocked
d) they didn't know how to react to the news

5. How did she decide she was
going to move on from her break-
up?

a) saying yes to new experiences and moving to New
Caledonia
b) start dating new guys immediately
c) ignore comments from family and friends
d) stay in bed talking to her sister

6. The mean reason that Daniel
and Bec decided to move to
Barcelona was:

a) they wanted to have a baby
b) Daniel received an unexpected job offer in Spain
c) they were tired of living in Perth
d) they wanted to travel and live overseas

8. How does Bec describe her
visit back to Australia?

a) strange and familiar but overall lovely
b) different and conservaive
c) uncertain about bringing Zoe home
d) extremely busy visiting friends and family


